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CARLOTTA DE BEVILACQUA

Architect, designer and above all humanist, Carlotta de Bevilacqua 
has been a force in contemporary lighting since the 1980’s.  A pioneer 

in LED research and implementation, she created the concept “The 
Human Light” in which lighting encourages not only the well-being of 

those who live, work and interact with it, but also the planet.

As interested in science of light as the sensory experience, de 
Bevilacqua seeks to create synergy between products and users 

through accessible, experimental design.   A life-force at Artemide 
for nearly 4 decades, in addition to her own studio she oversees 

Danese Milano creating minimal, yet elegant, products which further 
complement the built environment. 

In addition to widespread recognition for her work, in 2011, she 
received a Red Dot Design Award for the  Algoritmo and Copernico.
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Invero lighting device is a well-calibrated 
combination of optical, mechanical,  
and thermal principles, making it a highly 
technological piece. At the crossroad of 
tradition and technology, Invero is the 
result of ancient glass blowing techniques 
combined with the latest LED technology.

TECHNOLOGY
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Invero is uniquely crafted of hand blown glass combined with a 
highly technological lighting device. The beauty of imperfection 
is uncovered through a reinterpretation of hand blown glass. 
Invero refers to the classic form of a Veronese vase, typical of 
the Venetian glass production.

UNIQUE
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INVERO ceiling

INVERO 214 ceiling INVERO ceiling

PB & CATALOG 85% SCALE

ø 9 1/16"
ø 23 cm

ø 6 5/16"
ø 16 cm

12 1/2"
31.7 cm

CERTIFICATIONS 

c.UL.us listed

EMISSION 

direct and diffused

LIGHT SOURCE 

LED
21W 3000K >90CRI

DIMMING FEATURE

dimmable

DIMENSIONS

FINISH

body

 white
 aluminum

glass

 white
 blue

PB & CATALOG 85% SCALE

16 15/16"
43 cm

ø 7 1/2"
ø 19 cm

ø 14 3/16"
ø 36.1 cm

CERTIFICATIONS 

c.UL.us listed

EMISSION 

direct and diffused

LIGHT SOURCE 

LED
28W 3000K >90CRI

DIMMING FEATURE

dimmable

DIMENSIONS

FINISH

body

 white
 aluminum

glass

 white
 blue
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INVERO suspension

INVERO 214 suspension INVERO suspension

PB & CATALOG 85% SCALE

max. 78 3/4"
max. 200 cm

9 13/16"
25 cm

ø 6 5/16"
ø 16 cm

ø 9 1/16"
ø 23 cm

CERTIFICATIONS 

c.UL.us listed

EMISSION 

direct and diffused

LIGHT SOURCE 

LED
21W 3000K >90CRI

DIMMING FEATURE

dimmable

DIMENSIONS

FINISH

body

 white
 aluminum

glass

 white
 blue

PB & CATALOG 85% SCALE

max. 78 3/4"
max. 200 cm

14 1/8"
35.9 cm

ø 14 3/16"
ø 36.1 cm

ø 7 1/2"
ø 19 cm

CERTIFICATIONS 

c.UL.us listed

EMISSION 

direct and diffused

LIGHT SOURCE 

LED
28W 3000K >90CRI

DIMMING FEATURE

dimmable

DIMENSIONS

FINISH

body

 white
 aluminum

glass

 white
 blue
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For retail sales contact information, please visit 

www.artemide.net/store-locator

For contract sales contact information, please visit

www.artemide.net/contract-sales


